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Shopping for clothes online is a huge trend. Not only does it provide convenience to the 
buyer—since all you need to have is a wifi-connection and a smart device—online brands 
always offer unique pieces in the market. 

 

Here are tips on buying women’s fashion online: 

 

Tops 

When buying tops, or any clothing, make sure that you know your sizes. Compare Western 
sizes to Eastern size to be sure. One mistake that first-time buyers do is that they just pick 
something that they think fits them. Whilst it fits best on the model, check the description box for 
any sizing information that you should know about. Never skip the description—it’s there for a 
reason. Also check for the material of the blouse, shirt and tank top and compare it with what 
you have in your closet. 

 

Bottoms 

If the shop doesn’t have the sizes in your country for instance, you can go down a size smaller. 
When doing this, be sure that you’re experienced enough to know which size you’re choosing. 
When it comes to colours, if you’d like to look taller, choose bright colours such as white, cream 
and gray that falls just above your ankles. When buying skirts, a long, layered drape skirt fits 
those with longer legs. 

 

Dresses 

Along with knowing your measurements, if you’re not sure of which dress to pick, it helps to 
browse the Internet for some fashion inspiration to draw from. An off-shoulder neck dress looks 
best on everyone and is a trendy piece to wear in the summer. A shirt dress, for instance, draws 
attention to the lower body and is great for pairing with a pair of leggings and it looks as good on 
its own. 

 

Outerwear 

Buying coats, cardigans and jackets can be tricky. Try viewing the material as if you’re in a 
physical shop. Know that a coat falls differently on each body type, so it will help you of you 



compare your shape to the model in the picture. This way you’ll now if it looks good on you or 
not. 


